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Background and related works
The classical newsvendor problem is to find a perishable product's order quantity that maximizes the expected profit under probabilistic demand [20] . The vendor has to order the item at a cost before the demand is realized. Then he can sell them in the coming selling season at a price higher than the cost. However, the demand is not known when he makes his order. If the vendor orders too much, the leftovers have only a small salvage value which is often far below the order price; if orders too little, he is likely to miss sales and forgoes some profit. In the classical newsvendor problem, it is assumed that the demand follows a certain probability distribution, and then an optimal order quantity can be found to maximize the expected profit. Due to its simplicity and versatility, many variants of the classical problem have been studied (e.g. [3] [4] [5] 15] ).
However, in such an ongoing decision-making problem, which must be carried out in due course with no secure knowledge of future events, the approach of probabilistic analysis may give some realtime solutions that are far from the optimal solutions under some scenarios. To handle this problem, some authors extend the classical problem to different states of information about the demand [9] . For example, Scarf [17] assumed that only the mean and variance of demand are known and derived an order policy in closed-form which maximizes the expected profit against the worst possible distribution of demand. Moon and Choi [14] studied the distribution free newsvendor problem with balking, in which the expected profit was also maximized against the worst possible distribution of demand. They developed a necessary and sufficient optimality condition which requires a linear search for the optimal order quantity.
Different from Scarf, Moon and Choi, Reyniers [16] considered a newsvendor problem under uncertainty rather than risk. This means that no probability distribution for demand can be postulated. Actual demand is an unknown constant but has a known lower bound and upper bound. Ordering a certain quantity can be interpreted as making a guess about the demand. The author developed an algorithm to determine a sequence of order quantities which minimizes the total cost of shortage and surplus in the most adverse demand conditions, based on an extension of the theory of high-low search.
offline cost for any possible inputs. This approach, using competitive ratio to measure the performance of an online algorithm, is called competitive analysis. An advantage of this performance measure, over the traditional average-case measure based on probabilistic analysis, is that for most nontrivial decision making activities it is extremely difficult to determine probability distributions accurately. What is more, it provides very robust statements about the performance of an online solution, against all possible future inputs.
Over the past two decades, online problems and their competitive analysis have received considerable interest. Since competitive analysis was applied to online problems first in computer science [18] , it has been investigated in a wide variety of domains. Some researchers also attempt to apply the theory of competitive analysis to some realistic problem in the domain of economics and management decision-making (e.g. currency exchange [7] and option pricing [11] ).
The newsvendor problem can also be seen as a classic online game. In this game, the newsvendor plays the role of an online player to order some number of copies every day to maximize his benefit, against an adversary who controls the demand of this newspaper. Therefore, we restudy the problem under the perspective of competitive analysis in this paper. In [12] , an online number of snacks problem, which can be seen as a variant of the newsvendor problem, was also studied by employing the approach of competitive analysis. An optimal competitive ratio for it was obtained under the constraint that an online player chooses a fixed number of shares of snacks for any sequence of numbers of customers. In our study, the vendor is empowered to have some forecast of the future demand, and thus he can improve his decisions. With this feature of the newsvendor, some new results of the problem are obtained.
As mentioned above, the approach of competitive analysis provides very robust statement about the performance of an on-line solution. However, it does also have limitations [2] . The results of competitive analysis tend to be pessimistic, since the competitive ratio is still a worst-case measure [8] . As conventional competitive analysis has been criticized as being too conservative, and some decisionmakers may be willing to increase their risk for some form of reward in practice, we mainly focus on the risk-reward framework [1] for competitive analysis in this study. In this framework, the vendor is empowered with the flexibility to develop some risky online strategies based on his forecast and risk tolerance. It is named as an online risk-tolerant algorithm, if the risky strategy is with the property that it performs better if the forecast came true, but the performance does not exceed the vendor's acceptable risk level if the forecast was not correct. The improvement of the performance of the risktolerant algorithm over that of the optimal online algorithm without forecast (i.e., online riskless algorithm) is considered as the reward for his suffering of risk.
Contributions
In this paper, the classical newsvendor problem is restudied under the perspective of competitive analysis, especially in the risk-reward framework for competitive analysis. The optimal online order quantity, under the perspective of competitive analysis, and the corresponding optimal competitive ratio are given first in brief. And then the problem is discussed in the risk-reward framework at length. In this framework, it is assumed that the vendor can have some forecast of the future demand. And thus, he is empowered with the flexibility to develop some risky online strategies based on his forecast and Optimal Online Risk-Tolerant Ordering Policy for the Newsvendor with Forecast Wei-min Ma, Ke Wang risk tolerance. The optimal risk-tolerant ordering policy for the newsvendor with forecast is developed. Furthermore, some properties of the optimal policy are also discussed in detail. It is shown that the increasing of risk is not necessarily concomitant with some better reward, even despite that the optimal risk-tolerant ordering policy is adopted. It is of necessity to refer to the recent paper [10] here, in which a similar problem is studied. The authors propose an optimal online strategy with forecast in the case that the forecast and risk tolerance satisfy a special relationship. Following this conclusion, an ordering policy for perishable commodity using online algorithm with risk-reward is developed. With this policy, the forecast is determined by the decision-maker's acceptable risk level, and "the range of demand forecasted is different if risk preference level is different", as shown in their numerical example. However, this is somewhat collide with both the idea behind the general risk-reward framework and the operations in practice. For instance, a newsvendor may always have the same risk tolerance, but the forecasts he made may be of great difference and varying from day to day (e.g. large demand when some hot news pops up, or little demand when no attractive news).
In our study, the forecast can be made in light of the vendor's personal experience or judgment, independently with the risk tolerance. And then, with this forecast, an optimal online risk-tolerant ordering policy is proposed based on the vendor's acceptable risk level. Thus, the conclusions in [10] can be seen as a special case of our study.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the notations and some preliminary results of the newsvendor problem with competitive analysis first. Then Sect. 3 introduces the riskreward framework with forecast. After that Sect. 4 proposes an optimal online risk-tolerant ordering policy. Next, some properties of this optimal policy are discussed in Sect. 5. To illustrate these discussions, an example is taken in Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes this paper with a summary.
Some preliminary results
In this section, we introduce the notations used in this paper first. And then some preliminary results [13] of the newsvendor problem with competitive analysis are presented. It is assumed that the demand has a lower bound and upper bound in the following discussion. The vendor only knows the lower bound and upper bound rather than the distribution of the demand in advance. Except the different state of demand, other notations introduced as follows have the same meaning with the classical newsvendor problem.
It is assumed that P C V   . Then the net profit per period can be calculated as
where ( )   denotes a function that ( ) max{ , 0}
x x   . In the classical newsvendor problem, it is assumed that the demand D follows a certain probability distribution. To maximize the expected profit with this assumed distribution of D , the well-known solution, a critical fractile, can be obtained as follows. where Q denotes the optimal order quantity, and F denotes the cumulative distribution function of
Identical result can be obtained by minimizing the expected cost of shortage and surplus. These two approaches are equivalent for the newsvendor problem.
Unlike the traditional models for the classical newsvendor problem, we discard the assumptions on the distribution of demand and employ the competitive analysis approach to address the problem. Now, we consider the following two problems:
(1) If the vendor knows the exact quantity of demand when deciding his order quantity, he can do his best as long as the same quantity of copies are ordered. In this way, the player always obtains the optimal profit.
(2) However, if the vendor does not know the exact quantity of demand when deciding his order quantity, and the decision must be made before the demand is realized (i.e., in an online fashion), how should he do it?
The difference between these two problems is whether the player in the game has full knowledge about the future inputs or not. Obviously, problem (1), being an offline problem, provides sufficient information for decision making, thus it can be solved easily. However, problem (2), being an online problem, is difficult for the player as he does not know the quantity of demand in advance. Here, we consider the online version of the newsvendor problem in this paper. It is assumed that only the lower bound and upper bound rather than the distribution of demand are known when the player decides his order quantity. In other words, he must make his decision in an online fashion, deciding the order quantity before the demand is realized, and only knowing the lower bound and upper bound of demand.
Let ( ) Q T D denote the total cost of making an order Q when the demand is D , including the cost of each piece, and the cost of overage or underage. I.e., (
Comparing this formula with Eq. The competitive ratio of an online algorithm ordering quantity Q can be denoted as
where OPT ( ) T D denotes the cost of the optimal offline algorithm which knows the demand in advance. In this problem, it is obvious to see that the cost of optimal offline decision-making is OPT 4), we obtain its competitive ratio as
Then, we have the following results.
Lemma 1. An algorithm ordering quantity Q ( m Q M   ) is a competitive algorithm for the newsvendor problem, with competitive ratio of
From Lemma 1, it is easy to see that when * Q Q  , the minimal competitive ratio is obtained as
where
Thus, we have the following corollary. 
Risk-reward framework with forecast
As discussed above, the competitive analysis provides very robust statements about the performance of an online solution, against all possible future inputs. For instance, if the vendor orders the optimal quantity * Q , the cost will always not exceed *  times of the optimal offline cost for any demand.
However, it does also have limitations, and has been criticized as being too conservative and pessimistic, since the competitive ratio is still a worst-case measure and sometimes it ignores some valuable information about the future inputs. In some situations, the decision-maker may do have some reliable forecast of the future, and may also be willing to increase their risk for some form of reward.
To handle this problem, Al-Binali [1] introduced a risk-reward framework based on the conventional competitive analysis. It empowers the online player with the flexibility to develop some risky online strategies based on his forecast and risk tolerance, which may perform better than the riskless algorithm. Due to its flexibility and practicability, this risk-reward framework has been followed and extended in a number of works (e.g. [6, 19] ). Concerning the newsvendor problem, the risk-reward framework for its competitive analysis is formulated as follows. It also follows the framework proposed by Al-Binali.
Risk. The risk of an online algorithm is the ratio of the competitive ratio of the algorithm to the optimal competitive ratio. This measure of risk can be seen as the maximal opportunity cost that the algorithm may incur over the optimal online algorithm. According to the definition, the maximal deviation from the optimal offline solution increases, while the risk increasing. When the risk of an algorithm is 1, it implies that this algorithm can achieve the optimal competitive ratio. Namely, it is the optimal online algorithm (also be called online riskless algorithm in the risk-reward framework).
For the newsvendor problem, the risk of an algorithm ordering quantity Q can be formulated as
is the optimal competitive ratio.
Risk tolerance. The risk tolerance ( 1) t t  denotes the decision-maker's maximal acceptable risk level. Higher value of t denotes a higher risk tolerance. If 1 t  , it implies that any algorithm performing worse than the optimal online algorithm is not acceptable.
Forecast. It is a subset of the possible inputs and usually provides only partial information about what may happen in the future. Here, we assume that the vendor can make a forecast that the demand will fall into the interval [ , ] f F and
Restricted competitive ratio. It is the competitive ratio of an algorithm restricted to the cases when the forecast is correct (i.e., the inputs are restricted to the forecasted subset of all possible inputs).
With a forecast that [ , ] D f F  , the restricted competitive ratio of an online algorithm ordering quantity Q can be denoted as
It should be noted that the restricted competitive ratio ˆ( ) Q  is referring to the forecast that
The reward of an online algorithm is the improvement over the optimal online algorithm if the forecast is correct. It is defined as the ratio of optimal competitive ratio to the restricted competitive ratio. I.e., 
where t I denotes the set of all algorithms that respect the risk tolerance t . Now, consider the problem that with a given forecast
[ , ] D f F  and a risk tolerance t , how to design an optimal online risk-tolerant ordering policy (i.e., optimal risk-tolerant algorithm) for the vendor?
Optimal risk-tolerant ordering policy
With analysis in the risk-reward framework presented above, we design an optimal risk-tolerant ordering policy as follows.
Theorem 1. For the newsvendor problem with uncertain demand that
[ , ]
his risk tolerance is t ( 1 t  ), then his optimal online risk-tolerant ordering policy (i.e., optimal online risk-tolerant algorithm) is that
(1) If
If
Proof. From Lemma 1, it is easy to see that the set of all algorithms respecting the given risk tolerance t can be denoted as
Let t I and t I denote the lower bound and upper bound of the elements in the set t I , respectively.
Then we have 
Lemma 2. With a forecast
[ , ] D f F  , the restricted competitive ratio of an online algorithm ordering
optimal restricted competitive ratio is obtained as
The value of restricted competitive ratio of ordering Q , presented in Lemma 2, can also be written as an equivalent formula:
From Eq. (13), we know an algorithm ordering Q obtains its optimal restricted competitive ratio when 
From the definition of optimal risk-tolerant algorithm, as shown in Eq. (11) 
From Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), it is easy to see that the optimal risk-tolerant algorithm is to order quantity * Q , where
The proof is completed. □
Some properties of the optimal policy
From the discussion in Section 4, the reward of the optimal online risk-tolerant ordering policy can also be obtained easily, as shown in the following formula.
In this section, we analyze that how the altering of forecast or risk tolerance affects the reward of this optimal policy.
The impact of forecast on the reward
Case 1: with a fixed upper bound F , the lower bound f alters. 
Theorem 2. For a forecast with a fixed upper bound F ,
o o u u t t f FC I F C C C I    . When [ ( ) ] o o u u t t FC I F C C C I f F     ,
the reward is not affected by the altering of f and the maximal reward is obtained as
In other words, with a fixed upper bound F and t m F I   , the reward can always be improved by narrowing the forecasted range; When f F  and t F I  , the policy achieves the maximal reward as *  , which is also the maximal reward that the policy can achieve with any forecast and risk tolerance.
If t I F M   , the reward can be improved by narrowing the forecasted range until that  is also the maximal reward that the policy can achieve with any forecast and risk tolerance.
not affected by f , and the maximal reward is obtained. □ Case 2: with a fixed lower bound f , the upper bound F alters.
Similarly with the analysis in Case 1, the following result can be concluded, and the proof is omitted. 
Theorem 3. For a forecast with a fixed lower bound f ,
F fC I f C C C I    . When [ ( ) ] u o u o t t f F fC I f C C C I     ,
the reward is not affected by the altering of F and the maximal reward is obtained as
In other words, with a fixed lower bound f and t I f M   , the reward can always be improved by narrowing the forecasted range. If 
The impact of risk tolerance on the reward
Now, we consider the problem that whether the reward can always be improved by increasing the risk tolerance. Unfortunately, it is shown in the following conclusion that increasing of risk is not necessarily concomitant with some better reward, even despite that the optimal risk-tolerant ordering policy are adopted.
An example
To illustrate the above discussion, an example is taken as follows. Assume that 10 C  , Case 1: with a fixed upper bound 500 F  . The optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantities for various forecasted lower bound f and risk tolerance t when 500 F  are shown in Fig. 1(a) . When 1 t  , the optimal risk-tolerant policy always orders * 200 Q  (being shown as a horizontal line in Fig. 1(a) ), which is the optimal online order quantity in the conventional competitive analysis, since 1 t  implies that any algorithm performing worse than the optimal online algorithm is not acceptable. When 22 13 t  ,
f F t Q I  always holds for any f ( 100 500 f   ), thus the optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantity is strictly monotonic increasing (being shown by the dotted curve in Fig.  1(a) ). For 1 2213 t   , the optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantity strictly monotonically increases corresponding with the increasing of f when 100
, it is not affected by the altering of f , as shown in Fig. 1(a) by the dashed-dotted curve ( 1.2 t  ) and dashed curve ( 1.4 t  ). Correspondingly, the rewards of these optimal online risk-tolerant ordering quantities for various forecasted lower bound f and risk tolerance t when 500 F  is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The results are consistent with the propositions presented by Theorem 2 and 5.
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Case 2: with a fixed lower bound 100 f  . The optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantities, for various forecasted upper bound F and risk tolerance t when 100 f  , and their corresponding rewards are shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) , respectively.
Similar with Case 1, when 1 t  , the optimal risk-tolerant policy is a horizontal line, ordering the quantity
, it is strictly monotonic increasing, as shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 2(a) . For 1 1413 t   , the optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantity is not affected by the altering of F at first, and then it strictly monotonically increases with the increasing of F when [ ( ) ] 500
The results concerning reward, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , are consistent with the propositions presented by Theorem 3 and 5. . Thus, we illustrate the optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantities, for various forecasted lower bound f and risk tolerance t , and their corresponding rewards as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , respectively. The results concerning reward (see Fig. 3(b) ) are consistent with the propositions presented by Theorem 4 and 5.
(a) (b) Figure 1 . The optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantities ( Fig. 1(a) ) and the rewards of the optimal risktolerant ordering policy (Fig. 1(b) ) for various forecasted lower bound f and risk tolerance t , with a fixed upper bound 500 F  (a) (b) Figure 2 . The optimal risk-tolerant ordering quantities (Fig. 2(a) ) and the rewards of the optimal risktolerant ordering policy (Fig. 2(b) 
Conclusion
This paper restudies the newsvendor problem under the perspective of competitive analysis. Some preliminary results with competitive analysis of the problem, including the optimal online order quantity and its corresponding optimal competitive ratio, are given first. After that, the problem is discussed in the risk-reward framework for competitive analysis in detail. Based on the vendor's forecast of the future demand and his risk tolerance, an optimal online risk-tolerant ordering policy is developed. Furthermore, some properties of the optimal policy are also discussed, including the impact of forecast and risk tolerance on the reward of the policy. Usually, more reward is anticipated by the decision maker, while increasing the risk he would suffer. However, it is shown that the increasing of risk is not necessarily concomitant with some better reward, even despite that the optimal risk-tolerant ordering policy is adopted.
Unlike the traditional models for the classical newsvendor problem, we discard the assumptions on the distribution of demand and employ the competitive analysis approach to address the problem in this study. As shown in the discussion, the approach of competitive analysis, especially the risk-reward framework for competitive analysis, provides us with a new way to handle uncertainty. While conventional competitive analysis provides robust statements about the performance of an online solution, the risk-reward framework empowers a decision-maker the flexibility to develop some risky online strategies, if he have some forecast of the future invents and incline to increase risk for some reward. These approaches would be especially more useful for the situations that probabilistic analysis is not valid, as for some nontrivial decision making activities, probability distributions are extremely difficult to be determined accurately.
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